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Abstract
Clinical records of 94 chronic venous ulcer patients (treated at two independent specialty centers) were included in a retrospective analysis to evaluate the effects of standard of care, plus continued intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) therapy during and after wound closure.

Both clinical centers employed the Venous Clinical Severity Score (VCSS) to monitor clinical outcomes. IPC application varied slightly between the two clinical sites. One wound care center in South Florida treated patients (n=60) using a four chamber gradient IPC at 50 mmHg for 45 minutes BID (five days on and two days off). The other center in New York treated patients (n=34) with a four chamber gradient IPC at 55 mmHg for one hour BID. Both wound care centers applied IPC therapy using standard adjustable (95.3cm) half-leg sleeves. Both centers used the same IPC therapy pump (Bio Compression Model 2004, Bio Compression Systems Inc., Moonachie, NJ). All patients were seen weekly for standard evaluations and reapplication of compression bandages. Patient record analysis was for 12 consecutive weeks beginning at baseline (prior to IPC application). VCSS scores were recorded at monthly intervals.

The incidence of ulcer healing was 80% after 12 weeks of IPC therapy. Symptomatic improvement was noted in every VCSS parameter measured. In the category of pain, there was a significant difference in the number of patients reporting severe pain before and after IPC therapy (42 at baseline vs. 0 after 12 weeks of IPC [p=0.004]). Also, the number of patients reporting no pain before and after IPC therapy increased by 67% (p<0.001). In the category of edema, significant improvement was noted after 12 weeks of IPC therapy in patients that had severe edema at baseline (p=0.017) and also in the number of patients where the edema resolved (p<0.001). Severe inflammation was significantly reduced in all study patients (p=0.022) and completely resolved in 60 of the 94 patients (65.8%, p<0.001).

The incidence of ulcer healing was 80% after 12 weeks of IPC therapy. Significant symptomatic improvement was noted in every VCSS parameter.

Introduction
Venous leg ulcers (VLU) are chronic wounds that develop as a result of long-standing venous hypertension and chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) [1-4]. Venous ulcers account for 80 percent of lower extremity ulcerations [5]. Less common etiologies for lower extremity ulcerations include arterial insufficiency, prolonged pressure, diabetic neuropathy, and systemic illness, such as rheumatoid arthritis, vasculitis, osteomyelitis, and skin malignancy [2]. The overall prevalence of venous ulcers in the United States is approximately 1 percent [5]. Venous ulcers are more common in women and older persons [2, 5]. The primary risk factors are older age, obesity, previous leg injuries, deep venous thrombosis, and phlebitis [6]. Venous ulcers usually recur and can persist from weeks to many years [7]. Severe complications include cellulitis, severe dermatitis, wound pain, osteomyelitis, and malignant change [8]. Although the overall prevalence is relatively low, the refractory nature of these ulcers increase the risk of morbidity and mortality, and have a significant impact on patient quality of life [5, 7]. The financial burden of venous ulcers is estimated to be $2 billion per year in the United States [9].

It is generally agreed upon that the cornerstone of treatment for CVI and VLU is compression. Compression increases the interstitial fluid pressure assisting the transport of fluid back into circulation, thereby reducing venous hypertension [10]. It is often thought that venous ulcers heal easily with standard graded compression consisting of short stretch and elastic bandages that provide 20-30 mmHg compression at the...
ankle. But data from randomized clinical trials have shown that less than 50% of patients with this type of compression healed within a 24 week period [11]. Greater incidence of wound closure has been demonstrated when compression is greater (30–40 mmHg) [8]. The degree of compression for venous ulcer healing depends on the size of the leg, anatomical location of the ulcer, size and duration of the wound, degree of ambulation, severity of CVI, and availability of arterial blood supply (wound perfusion).

IPC therapy has been employed in the medical management of edema since 1955 [12]. The early IPC pumps employed a single chamber inflation cuff that applied compression to the entire extremity. Subsequent developments in IPC-involved pumps and sleeves with multiple chambers that delivered uniform, sustained segmental compression in a gradient fashion (with pressure in the distal chambers being greater than in the proximal chambers) enabling a sequential mechanism of distal to proximal delivery of compression [13-15]. IPC has been shown to accelerate the healing of venous ulcers and alleviate the symptoms of CVI in several clinical studies [16-19]. However, following a systematic review of IPC treatment for CVI and VLU [20], The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) concluded that the body of evidence for IPC was not robust enough to merit reimbursement coverage across the board for the treatment VLU. Therefore, they issued a decision that IPC would only be covered for patients with refractory edema with significant ulceration of the lower extremities after a six month trial of standard therapies, such as compression bandages and stockings, had failed.

Our goal, in this observational retrospective review, was to measure and compare clinical outcomes and physical function in VLU patients who were treated with IPC therapy (according to CMS coverage guidelines). This review involves VLU patients from two independent clinical centers who were treated with IPC and had outcomes measured using the same instrument (VCSS) as an evaluative tool to record changes in disease severity over time and in response to treatment.

Materials And Methods

Institutional Review Board
The governing IRB (Calvary Hospital IRB) ruled that this retrospective review of existing patient records was exempt from IRB review in accordance with 45CFR46.101. The data collected was without identifiers or link to identifiers. Additionally, the records review was conducted by investigators who would normally have access to the records as part of the patient’s routine clinical care.

Study design and patient population
This longitudinal, observational study recruited a sample of subjects between January of 2010 and April of 2013 from two community-based wound care centers (one an independent outpatient clinic in Boca Raton, FL [n=60], and the other a hospital-based outpatient clinic in Bronx, NY [N=54]). Sites were asked to identify subjects with chronic VLU (> six month history of non-healing) who were receiving treatment with standard of care consisting of static compression, plus IPC therapy. These two clinical sites were selected because both measured clinical outcomes for their CVI patients using the Venous Clinical Severity Scoring System (VCSS), and both sites prescribed IPC therapy to treat recalcitrant VLUs that did not heal with static compression alone.

The participating physician or site coordinator conducted a retrospective chart review to collect demographic information, time since CVI diagnosis, duration of ulceration, VCSS scores at baseline (before the start of IPC therapy), and after their 12-week follow-up visit. VCSS was designed to provide a method for serial assessment and to give additional weight to more severe manifestations of chronic venous disease [21]. Although the usefulness of the original VCSS has been clearly demonstrated [22], several areas of deficiency have also been noted [23-24]. The revised VCSS (used in this study) addresses certain ambiguity in clinical descriptors, while preserving its strengths of thorough yet simple symptom evaluation.

Statistical analysis

Summary statistics (means and standard deviations [SD] for continuous variables and frequency distribution for categorical variables) were used to describe the sample. To evaluate the association between degree of pain and other outcomes, we used Kuskal-Wallis for continuous outcomes and Chi-square or Fisher’s Exact Tests for categorical outcomes [25]. Statistical significance was evaluated at the 0.05 level. All analyses were performed using PC-SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute Cary, NC).

Results

Ninety-four patients were selected as evaluable from 103 that were screened. Six patients failed screening because they had mixed (arterial and venous) disease and three because they discontinued IPC therapy before 12 weeks.

Demographic and clinical characteristics

Table 1 describes the demographic and clinical characteristics of the patient population at each clinical center and when combined.
The demographics were not statistically significantly different between sites with the exception of immobility. All of the study patients were ambulatory at the South Florida site, whereas there were eight wheelchair-dependent subjects at the New York Clinical Center. The mean age of the 94 study patients with chronic venous insufficiency and lower leg ulceration was 69.5 years overall. There were 51 females and 43 males, and the mean ulcer age (history of non-healing) was 9.8 months. Twenty-five patients (26.5%) had more than one ulcer at baseline, and the mean body mass index (BMI) was 32.6. The BMI is a number calculated from a person’s weight and height. BMI is a fairly reliable indicator of body fatness for most people. BMI does not measure body fat directly, but research has shown that BMI correlates to direct measures of body fat [26]. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) defines obese weight status as a BMI of >30 [27]. Interestingly, nearly 40% of study patients had a BMI of >30 and nearly 15% had a BMI of >40.

**Venous clinical severity scores (VCSS)**

The VCSS scores include pain, edema, inflammation, induration, and active ulcers. Pain includes aching, heaviness, fatigue, soreness, and burning. Edema presumes venous origin, includes interstitial edema but excludes edema secondary to nephrotic syndrome. Inflammation includes erythema, stasis (venous) eczema, and dermatitis. Induration presumes venous origin of secondary skin and subcutaneous changes (ie, chronic edema with fibrosis, hypodermatitis). It also includes atrophie blanche and lipodermatosclerosis. Active ulcers includes the longest and largest venous ulcer. VCSS scores were recorded on all study patients at monthly intervals during the follow-up visits. Overall, only nine patients (9.5%) missed a single monthly follow-up visit, only three (3.1%) missed two consecutive follow-up visits, and none missed three or more. The pooled VCSS scores for study patients at baseline (prior to treatment with IPC) and at week-12 are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>12-Weeks</th>
<th>P-Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain Severe Moderate Mild None</td>
<td>42 (44.6%) 17 (18%) 22 (23.5%) 13 (13.8%)</td>
<td>8 (8.5%) 10 (10.6%) 76 (80.8%)</td>
<td>0.004 0.051 0.59 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edema Severe Moderate Mild None</td>
<td>63 (67%) 22 (23.4%) 9 (9.5%) 0</td>
<td>13 (13.8%) 14 (14.8%) 67 (71.2%)</td>
<td>0.07 0.082 0.27 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation Severe Moderate Mild None</td>
<td>28 (29.7%) 54 (57.4%) 12 (12.7%) 0</td>
<td>3 (3.1%) 31 (32.9) 60</td>
<td>0.022 0.018 0.16 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induration Severe Moderate Mild None</td>
<td>13 (13.8%) 38 (40.4%) 43 (45.7%) 0</td>
<td>6 (6.3%) 29 (30.8%) 34 (36.1%) 25</td>
<td>0.146 0.29 0.09 0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active ulcers Severe (≥3) Moderate (2) Mild (1) Healed</td>
<td>5 (5.3%) 16 (17.0%) 73 (77.6)</td>
<td>2 (2.1%) 17 (18.0%) 75 (80%)</td>
<td>0.066 0.059 0.037 0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2: Pooled VCSS Scores at Baseline (prior to treatment with IPC) and Week-12**

*p-value depicts the statistical comparison between baseline VCSS scores and VCSS scores at week-12

The incidence of ulcer healing was 80% after 12 weeks of IPC therapy. Symptomatic improvement was noted in every VCSS parameter measured. The number of patients reporting severe pain before IPC therapy.
increased 44.6% following 12 weeks of IPC therapy (p=0.004). Equally impressive, the number of patients that reported no pain before IPC therapy increased by 67% after 12 weeks of IPC (p<0.001). In the category of edema, significant improvement was noted after 12 weeks of IPC therapy in patients that had severe edema at baseline (p=0.017) and also in the number of patients where the edema resolved completely (p=0.004). Severe inflammation was significantly reduced in all study patients (p=0.022) and completely resolved in 60 of the 94 patients (63.8%, p=0.001). At baseline, all 94 patients had some degree of induration. After 12 weeks of IPC therapy, complete resolution of induration was observed in 26.5% (25/94, p=0.041). Although, a reduction in the degree of induration (level of fibrosis) was noted in most patients, the differences between scores at baseline and after 12 weeks of IPC therapy were not statistically significant.

Discussion
The gold standard for the treatment for CVI and VLUs is compression. Often compression therapies, such as multi-layer, short stretch compression bandages, or prescription-grade compression stockings, are not enough to heal recalcitrant venous ulcers that are large (> 20 cm2), or have a long history of non-healing [28]. In addition, patients affected with acquired lymphedema and dermal fibrosis, or patients that have a previous history of DVT, do not respond to traditional compression bandaging [29]. In these patients, gradient, sequential IPC therapy at home should be considered as an adjunct to traditional compression garments [30].

In this longitudinal, observational, retrospective study, we found that 80% of our patients (all of whom had failed six months or more of traditional compression bandaging) healed after 12 weeks of IPC therapy. In this study, all patients received IPC therapy while wearing compression bandages or (if healed) compression stockings. In most other previous IPC studies, IPC therapy was provided without a compression garment. Also, previous studies differed in the way IPC therapy was provided. Some evaluated single chamber devices [16] while others studied sequential gradient intermittent compression [17-18]; also, the level of compression was different [29] as well as the frequency of use [16-17, 29]. In the three largest studies available to date (involving a total of 151 patients), IPC therapy was found to be beneficial when compared to static compression bandages [17, 19, 50]. In the study by Smith, et al. [17] involving 45 patients, both the IPC and control groups received compression stockings and were instructed to wear stockings during their IPC (pumping) sessions. One of the 24 patients in the control group had healed within 12 weeks compared with 10 of 22 patients in the IPC group (p=0.009). In a recently concluded RCT involving 52 subjects [30] that were treated with multi-layer compression bandages, the group that received IPC therapy had significantly better healing than the group treated with static compression alone (p=0.031).

In a systematic review of IPC therapy for the treatment of CVI and VLUs, Berliner, et al. [20] concluded that the available data at that time (2005) could not be relied on to inform the optimal choice of compression therapy or optimal protocol for patients with CVI or VLUs. From this study, The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued a decision that IPC therapy would only be covered for patients with refractory edema with significant ulceration of the lower extremities after a six month trial of standard therapies, such as compression stockings or bandages, had failed. This decision, combined with the increased acceptance and use of IPC therapy, has sparked new controversy about the quantity and quality of published evidence that prove efficacy [31]. The authors of this review published in 2011 concluded that IPC therapy may increase healing compared with no compression, but it was not clear whether it increases healing when added to treatment with compression bandages, or if it could be used instead of compression bandages. This 2011 Cochrane review did not include the RCT recently completed by Alvarez, et al. at that involved 52 subjects with recalcitrant venous ulcers [30]. In this trial, IPC therapy was studied as an adjunct to static compression (with short stretch or multi-layer bandages) and administered while the subjects were wearing compression bandages. It also did not include the study by Zaleska, et al. [32] where it was shown that IPC therapy was more effective when the pressures and timing were increased to > 50 mmHg and > 50 seconds, respectively.

Conclusions
In this retrospective observational study IPC therapy, the incidence of ulcer healing was nearly 80% after 12 weeks of IPC therapy and significant symptomatic improvement was noted in every VCSS parameter measured.
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